



For Ann & Barbara 
With love from the treasure seekers. X 

 Charney Manor, Wantage,  Oxfordshire.  June 2014 

Stuck in the Middle with you. 

Well I don’t know why I came here tonight,  

I got the feeling that something ain't right,  

Something’s sacred in case it falls off  the cliff   

and something else is wondering if…  


Defenders to the left of  me, Protectors to the right  

here I am stuck in the middle with you.  


Yes I'm stuck in the middle with you  

and I’m wondering what it is I should do,  

It’s so hard to keep it company here 

Yeah I really say hello to the fear 


Defenders to the left of  me, Protecters to the right ,  

here I am stuck in the middle with you. 
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Well you started with a stoppage  

now you've proudly climbed the mountain top  

and your parts all come a-crawling  

Slap you on the back and say  

Please....... PLEASE........ 


Trying to make some sense of  it all  

So I invite a fresh felt sense of  it all  

Is it cool to let things be as they are  

Even if  you have been hit by a car  


Defenders to the left of  me, Protecters to the right ,  

here I am stuck in the middle with you (x 4) 


“Father And Son” 

(original) 
Father 

It's not time to make a change, 
Just relax, take it easy. 

You're still young, that's your fault, 
There's so much you have to know. 

Find a girl, settle down, 
If you want you can marry. 

Look at me, I am old, but I'm happy. 
I was once like you are now, and I know that it's not easy, 

To be calm when you've found something going on. 
But take your time, think a lot, 
Think of everything you've got. 

For you will still be here tomorrow, but your dreams may not. 
Son 

How can I try to explain, when I do he turns away again. 
It's always been the same, same old story. 

From the moment I could talk I was ordered to listen. 
Now there's a way and I know that I have to go away. 

I know I have to go. 
Father 

It's not time to make a change, 
Just sit down, take it slowly. 

You're still young, that's your fault, 
There's so much you have to go through. 

Find a girl, settle down, 
if you want you can marry. 

Look at me, I am old, but I'm happy. 
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Son 
All the times that I cried, keeping all the things I knew inside, 

It's hard, but it's harder to ignore it. 
If they were right, I'd agree, but it's them you know not me. 

Now there's a way and I know that I have to go away. 
I know I have to go. 

Let it Be 

When I find myself  inside a tangle Ann and Barbara come to me,  

with a map that leads to treasure, let it be.  

And in my hour of  darkness when protectors have their grip on me  

I turn to the 3 powers they gave to me 


Self-in-Presence, Power of  And & Deep Empathy,  

Yes there will be an answer, let it be.  


And when I'm stuck or lost, despairing, longing that the world agree  

there will be an answer, let it be.  

For though there is a cliff-edge there is a still a chance I can be free  

and move beyond the stoppage, let it be. 


Self-in-Presence, Power of  And & Deep Empathy,  

Yes there will be an answer, let it be 


Self-in-Presence, Power of  And  & Deep Empathy,  

Yes there will be an treasure, let it be.  


And when the night is cloudy I am big enough to hold it all 

And shine until tomorrow let it be. 

I wake up to the sound of  music, Ann and Barbara come to me  

Speaking words of  wisdom, let it be. 


Self-in-Presence, Power of  And & Deep Empathy,  

Yes there will be an answer, let it be.  


Self-in-Presence, Power of  And  & Deep Empathy,  

Yes there will be an treasure, let it be....eeeeeeeeeee!!
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